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Clues

1 The day after Christmas day is called what day? (6)

2 What word often follows 'Seasons' on a Christmas card? (9)

3 Ebenezer who? was the fictional character created by Charles Dickens who hated Christmas until he was shown the error of his ways (

4 In which film did Will Ferrell play a human who dressed in green and went off to find his father in New York one Christmas? (3)

5 Christmas is a time to spend with family and ______ (7)

6 When there was no room at the inn where did Mary and Joseph sleep? (6)

7 The day before Christmas is called Christmas what? (3)

8 All the snow lay round about deep and crisp and ______ (4)

9 You might need one of these to open a Brazil or a hazel. It shares it's name with a ballet (10)

10 You could use this to wrap around a present and tie in a bow (6)

11 He's checking it twice gonna find out who's naughty or ______ (4)

12 These small individuals help Santa by making the toys and packing the sleigh (5)

13 You might use some brandy what to pour over your Christmas Pudding? (5)

14 Children all around the world feel very very what as they fall asleep on Christmas Eve? (7)

15 What name is collectively given to the items in the shop window especially at Christmas (7)

Snakeword puzzles  are word puzzles where  the answers change direction. 
Each answer has a start and end square shown by the numbers on those squares.  

Answers must reach the square with the next number. 

Every time you place a letter which is a vowel (A,E,I,O,U) you must change direction by 90°.  

This is what causes the words to snake around! 

If a word is wrong then it may conflict with other words in the puzzle or leave you with the wrong letter at the end of the word. 

The last letter of each word forms the first letter of the next word and so a long snake of interconnected words is created.  

An arrow on each numbered square shows the direction to take at the start of each word. 

Words can cross or overlap where they share a common letter or letters. 

If the answer is more than one word they are joined together. e.g. POLARBEAR 


